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0. Introduction 
In Part I of this paper the second author studies boundedness conditions in 
Grothendieck categories with a Noetherian generator. However, if R is a Z-graded 
ring, then R is not necessarily a generator for R-gr, the Grothendieck category of 
graded left R-modules. As a matter of fact, we may consider G = @&R(n) as a 
generator for R-gr but G is neither a ring, nor is G Noetherian in R-gr even if R is a 
left Noetherian graded ring. Thus the graded case does not fall into the cases dealt 
with in Part I. Another new feature here is that in the graded case the existence of a 
functor R -gr + R-mod is evident, whereas in the locally Noetherian case substantial 
use has to be made of the Gabriel-Popescu embedding theorem, in order to obtain a 
somewhat similar situation. Although the functor R-gr --, R-mod is not as nice as one 
might hope after a first optimistic glance, we aim to study graded fully boundedness 
properties and relate these to phenomena in R-mod. A similar philosophy is behind 
the first author’s results on graded rings and modules of quotients, and it may thus be 
expected that the graded boundedness conditions may be brought to bear on certain 
properties of graded localizations, exactly as in the ungraded case. The final section 
of the paper characterizes graded fully left bounded rings that are fully left bounded. 
For basic theory on graded rings we refer to [l, 171. Some of the less known results 
have been summarized in Section 1. 
1. Preliminaries 
If ME R-gr then M will denote the underlying R-module. A graded left R- 
module M is said to be graded left Noetherian if M is a Noetherian object of R-gr. 
Graded left Artiniun modules may be defined similarly. If M is graded left 
Noetherian, then M is a left Noetherian R-module. The same property holds for a 
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graded left Artinian module if its gradation is left limited, i.e. Mi = 0 for all is iO, 
io E Z. If ME R-gr and n E B, then M(n) is the object of R-gr defined by M(n) = M, 
M(n)i =M,,+i; the functor T, : R-gr + R-gr given by T,(M) = M(n) is called the 
nth-suspensionfuncfor, or sometimes nth-shiftfunctor. All gradations considered will 
be Z-gradations. 
A graded ring R is graded semisimple if every M E R- gr is semisimple i.e. R -gr is a 
semisimple category. This is equivalent to the existence of a direct decomposition 
R=LIO* - *OL, of R into minimal graded left ideals. Further, R is said to be 
graded simple if the decomposition is such that HOMR(Li, Lt) # 0 for every Li, Lj 
(HOM= denotes the graded group of graded R-homomorphisms). Under this 
condition it follows that for each couple i, j there exists an niiE H such that 
Li G Lt(nit). If nij = 0 for each choice of i and i, then R is said to be uniformly simple. 
The following graded version of Wedderburn’s theorem may be of some use: if R is 
graded simple (uniformly simple), then there exists a graded division ring D and an 
n-tuple FEZ” such that R =M,,(D)(d) (resp. R =M,(D)) (the notation M,(D)(d) 
refers to the selected gradation on M,(D) extending the gradation of D, cf. [17]). 
A graded ring R is a graded Goldie ring if R has finite Goldie dimension in R-gr 
and if R satisfies the ascending chain condition on graded left annihilators. If R 
admits a graded semisimple Artinian graded ring of fractions, then R is a graded 
Goldie ring. The converse does not hold in general, but extra (mild) conditions make 
it hold. 
Theorem 1.1. Let R be a semiprime graded Goldie ring satisfying one of the following 
conditions : 
(1) R has a central regular homogeneous element of positive degree. 
(2) R is positively graded and no minimal prime ideal contains R, = @,,oRn. 
(3) R is positively graded and R has a regular homogeneous element of positive 
degree. 
(4) All homogeneous elements of positive degree are nilpotent. 
Then R admits a graded semisimple Artinian ring of fractions. 
Corollary 1.2. A prime graded Goldie ring admits a graded simple Artinian ring of 
fractions. 
A prime ideal P of a graded ring R is homogeneous, if and only if aRb t P, with a, b 
homogeneous in R, yields a orb E P. If P is a prime ideal of R, then the ideal (P), of R 
generated by the homogeneous elements of P is prime too. 
It follows that the radical of a graded ideal is a graded ideal of R. 
Theorem 1.3. Let R be a graded ring, ME R-gr, and let P E Ass(M), then : 
(1) P is a graded ideal of R. 
(2) There is a nonzero homogeneous x E M such that P = Ann=(Rx). 
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(3) Zf R is a fully left bounded left Noetherian ring, then there is a nonzero 
homogeneous x E M such that P = AnnR (Rx) = AnnR (M’) for every 0 f M’ c Rx. 
Proof. See [17]. 
If the graded R-module M is a graded essential extension of a graded submodule 
N, then M is an essential extension of N in R-mod, cf. [17]. This, of course, bears 
upon the construction of injectives in R-gr. Let ME R-gr and let E(M) be the 
injective hull of M in R-mod. Define 
E&(M) = {x E E(M) : for some graded essential eft ideal L of R 
L,x c M,,+, for all n E Z} 
and put Es(M)=@,Cz Elf,(M). It is then not hard to prove that E’(M) is the 
maximal submodule of E(M) such that it may be graded in such a way that it will 
contain M as a graded submodule. This in turn amounts to saying that Eg(M) is (up 
to isomorphism in R-gr) the injective hull of M in R-gr. We have: 
Lemma 1.4. For any ME R-gr: E’(M(n)) = E’(M)(n), for all n E H. 
Proof. It is clear that E’(M)(n) contains M(n) as a graded submodule and that it is a 
graded essential extension of the latter. Therefore E’(M)(n) injects (by a morphism 
of degree 0) into E’(M(n)). If now x E E’(M(n)), then L,x c M(n),+, for all p, for 
some graded essential left ideal L of R. Hence L,x c M,,+p+q or x E E’(M),,+, = 
(E’(M)(n)),. 
Corollary 1.5. Zf M E R-gr then, for all n E h, we have 
Ass M = Ass(E’(M(n))). 
Proof. Since Ass M = Ass M by definition and since M c E’(M) c E(M), we have 
that Ass(M) = Ass(E’(M)). The corollary now follows directly from the lemma and 
the fact that Ass is defined in R-mod so that we may forget the nth-suspension 
functor. 
1.6. Notation. We write Spec,R for the set of graded (homogeneous) prime ideals 
of R. Proj R will stand for the subset of Spec,R, containing the graded prime ideals 
P of R such that PO R,. 
2. Graded left fully bounded rings 
In the sequel, R will be a positively graded left Noetherian ring. 
Proposition 2.1. Zf P is a graded prime ideal of R, then Eg(R/P) is P-cotertiary. 
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Proof. Decompose E”(R/P) into a direct sum of indecomposable injectives Ei@ 
* - *GE,, in R-gr. Clearly R/P is a prime graded left Goldie ring, cf. [17], hence it 
possesses a graded simple graded Artinian ring of fractions 0 = Li 0. - * OL,, 
where the Li are minimal graded left ideals such that for each i, j E 11, * * - , m} there is 
an nij E H such that Li G Lt(nit). Then 
E,@* - *GE,, = Ep(R/P) = E’(Q) = Eg(L~)@. . -OE'(L,). 
The Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya theorem then implies n = m and Ei = 
E'(L,(i,) for some permutation r of (1,. . . , m}. 
Applying the results of Section 1 we find 
Ass(Ei) = AssiE’(Lw(i,)) = Ass(E’(~~,,,(n,,,,.,,,,))) 
= Ass(L,(~,) = AsS(Ej), 
and hence E'(R/P) is P-cotertiary. 
Let Z’(R) be the set of equivalence classes (up to shift and isomorphism) of 
indecomposable injectives in R-gr. The foregoing proposition shows that the 
map Gg: g’(R)+ Spec,(R), associating to ,?? E 8”(R) the graded prime ideal 
Ass(E), E E E, is sur jective. 
Lemma 2.2. Zf Gg is bijective for R then Q2” is bijective for each graded epimorphic 
image of R. 
Proof. Exactly as in the ungraded case, using graded morphisms etc., cf. [9]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a positively graded left Noetherian ring; the fo[fokzg 
properties are equivalent: 
(1) Qg is a bijection. 
(2) For every graded prime ideal P of R, R/P is graded bounded, i.e. every graded 
left essential ideal of Rf P contains a nonzero graded ideal. 
(3) Every cotertiary graded R-module A4 is isotypic in R-gr, i.e. E’(M) is a direct 
sum of equivalent indecomposable injectives of R-gr. 
Proof. (1) + (3) If ME R-gr is cotertiary and E”(M) =& Ei, the Ei being 
indecomposable injective in R -gr, then Ass(Ei) = Ass(M) implies that all the Ei are 
equivalent, by (1). 
(3)+(l). Let E and E’ be in @T’(R) such that Ass(E)=Ass(E’), then EOE’ is 
P-cotertiary, and hence by (3), E and E’ are equivalent. 
(1) + (2) By Lemma 2.2, we may assume that R is prime, P = 0. Consider a graded 
essential left ideal L maximal with the property of not containing any nonzero graded 
ideal. Obviously L has to be irreducible, whence Ass(R/L) consists of a single 
element which has to be the zero ideal because of Theorem 1.3(2). 
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It will now suffice to exhibit another indecomposable injective, different from 
Eg(R/L), with associated prime 0. Clearly, if we decompose E’(R) as @i Ei where 
the Ei are indecomposable injectives in R-gr, then Ass(Ei) ={O}. Now, whereas 
E’(R/L) contains elements annihilated by L, E’(R) does not, since R is non- 
singular; thus EC and E’(R/L) cannot be equivalent. 
(2) + (1) We show that each indecomposable graded injective E in R-gr is 
determined up to shift and isomorphism by Ass(E) = P. By Theorem 1.3(2), we have 
that P = AnnR(Rx) for some nonzero homogeneous x E E. Put L = AnnRx, then L is 
a graded irreducible left ideal containing P. If L/P is a graded left essential ideal of 
R/P, then L/P would contain a graded ideal J/P with J 2 P and JRx = Jx c Ix = 0, 
contradicting AnnR(Rx) = P, so L/P is not left essential. Thus there can be found a 
graded left ideal K 2 P, such that P = L n K and K may be written as an intersection 
of irreducible graded left ideals K = K1 n * * - n K,,. Consequently 
E = E’(Rx)z Eg(R/L(n))c E’(RfL) 
c Eg(R/KM3. - *OE’(R/K,,) = E’(R/P), 
i.e. we have an injective graded morphism of degree 0: E(n) + E’(R/P). From 
Proposition 2.1 it now follows that E is equivalent to one of the indecomposable 
injectives appearing in the decomposition Eg(R/P) = ei Ei. 
A graded left Noetherian ring R is said to be grudedfulfy leftbounded, if one of the 
equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.3 is fulfilled. 
Let us investigate Gabriel’s condition H and its graded analogue. 
Lemma 2.4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) For each graded left ideal I there exist homoeneous elements x1, . . . , x, E R such 
thatb,(I)=(I:x,)n. * * n (I :x,), where b,(I) is the graded bound of I, i.e. the largest 
two-sided graded ideal of R contained in I. 
(2) For every finitely generated M E R-gr there exist ml, . . . , m, E h(M) such that 
AnnR (M) = AnnRmi n * * - n AnnRmr. 
Proof. (1) + (2) Note that ME R-gr is finitely generated, if and only if there exist 
homogeneous elements pl,. . . , ps such that M = xf=, Rpi. NOW 
AnnR(M) = 6, ( i IIn,( =~((~Annn(pi))‘xJ) n A 
for some homogeneous xl,. . .,x,~h(R), by (1). Since ((niAnnR(pi)):xj)= 
ni AnnR(xjPi), the assertion follows. 
(2) j (1) Since AnnR(R/I) = b,(I) we may write, because of (2), 
b,(l) = AnnRY; n. . . n AnnR Ya, & E h (R/I). 
NOW Ann fi = (I : ri) and (1) follows. 
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It is very easy to deduce that a graded ring R satisfying Gabriel’s condition H also 
satisfies the conditions mentioned in the above lemma. G. Cauchon’s theorem states 
that a left Noetherian ring is fully left bounded, if and only if it satisfies Gabriel’s 
condition H. The following proposition then shows that a graded ring which is fully 
left bounded in the ungraded sense is also graded fully left bounded. 
Proposition 2.5. If a positively graded left Noetherian ring R satisfies the equivalent 
conditions of Lemma 2.4, then R is graded fully left bounded. 
Proof. Let E represent a class of 8’(R), with P = Ass(E). There is an m E h(E) such 
that P = AnnR(Rm) = AnnR xi n * * * n AnnR x,,. It follows that R/P+ Rxl(wl)O 
-**@Rx,(w,), for some WiEZ, i=l,. . .,n. Consequently Eg(R/P)+@~=,Ei 
where the Ei = E’(Rxi)(wi) are equivalent to E. Foregoing results yield then that P 
determines E up to shift and isomorphism, i.e. R is graded fully left bounded. 
Conversely, if R is a left Noetherian graded fully left bounded ring, then R need 
not be fully left bounded. For example, consider R =A[x, e] where rp is an 
automorphism of the skewfield A, X a variable, and multiplication of R being 
determined by aVX = Xa for every a E A. Obviously R is left Noetherian and 
positively graded by the usual gradation in X, and it is clear that every graded left 
ideal is two-sided, whilst 0 and (X) are the only graded prime ideals. Thus R is 
graded fully left bounded, but it is fully left bounded if and only if q” is an inner 
automorphism for some finite n. We will return to these problems in Section 4. 
Although much of the foregoing theory can be developed for arbitrary E-graded 
rings, the relation with the localization theory will be studied only for positive 
gradations. For a positively graded R it is clear that if M is a graded maximal ideal 
then R/M is graded simple, thus (R/M), = 0, i.e. R/M is trivially graded, thus being 
graded simple is equivalent o being simple, i.e. M is a maximal ideal containing R,. 
These remarks reduce the proof of the following statements to the proof of these 
properties in the ungraded case. 
Lemma 2.6. Let R-gr be finitely generated; there exists a chain 0 = MO c * * - c A4, = 
Min R-gr such that: 
(1) h4i is a tertiary submodule of Mi+l, 
(2) Mi+i/Mi is annihilated by its associated prime ideal. 
Proposition 2.7. For a positively graded left Noetherian ring the follotving statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) R is graded left Artinian. 
(2) R is graded fully left bounded and all graded prime ideals are maximal ideals. 
From the point of view of gradation, the structure of a positively graded left 
Artinian ring turns out to be quite trivial. Indeed, every prime ideal is graded and 
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maximal as an ideal of R; moreover, every prime ideal contains R,, i.e. R = ROB 
R,, where R. is left Artinian and R, is nilpotent. 
Proposition 2.8. If R is a positively graded fully left bounded left Noetherian ring, then 
R. is left Noetherian fully left bounded. 
Proof. Direct from R/(PO+ R,) = R,/P,,, for every prime ideal PO of Ro. 
3. Graded fully bounded rings and symmetric localization 
Since R-gr is a Grothendieck category, we may refer to [2, 181 for localization 
techniques in R-gr. An idempotent kernel functor on R-gr is termed a rigid kernel 
functor, if for every ME R-gr and n E Z, K(M(n)) = K(M)(n). To each idempotent 
kernel functor K on R-gr there corresponds a graded filter -.W), but as R is not a 
generator for R -gr we cannot expect that K will be determined uniquely by its filter. 
However, one easily verifies that the following sets correspond bijectively: 
(1) Hereditary rigid torsion theories in R-gr, 
(2) Rigid idempotent kernel functors on R-gr, 
(3) Graded filters of graded left ideals in R. 
If (Y,, SC,) is the torsion theory corresponding to K, then rigidity of K is equivalent o 
PX, the torsion free class of K, being closed under shifts, again equivalent to TK, the 
torsion class of K, being closed under shifts. Recall that a nonempty set _Yof graded 
left ideals is said to be a graded filter, if the following properties hold: 
Fi: If L E 8 and L1 is a graded left ideal of R such that L c L1, then L, E 2’. 
Fz: If L,, LzE~’ then LlnL2~2?. 
F3: If L E 8 then for all homogeneous x E R, [L :x] E 2’. 
F4: If L1 E .Y and [L : X]E 2’ for all homogeneous x E L1, then L E 2. A kernel 
functor K’ on R-mod is said to be graded, if its idempotent filter Y(K’) admits a basis 
of graded left ideals. It is straightforward to check that to each graded kernel functor 
K’ on R-mod there corresponds a rigid kernel functor K on R -gr, induced on R- gr by 
K’. Conversely, for each rigid kernel functor K on R-gr there exists at least one 
graded kernel functor K’ on R-mod inducing K on R-gr. This kernel functor on 
R-mod is usually not unique; however, we will reserve the notation x’ for the minimal 
kernel functor on R-mod inducing K on R-gr, and this is unique. A rigid kernel 
functor K in R-mod is said to be symmetric, if and only if the graded filter T(K) has a 
cofinal set of graded ideals. It is not hard to check that K is symmetric if and only if K’ 
is symmetric on R-mod. 
Lemma 3.1. If Mis shift-invariant in R-gr, then KM is rigid. Conversely, if K is a rigid 
kernel functor on R-gr, then K = KM for some shift-invariant M E R-gr. 
Proof. Suppose A4 is shift-invariant; then by definition of KM we have, for any 
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NE R-gr and n EH, 
CW(N(~)) = flKerf, f E HomR.,,(N(nh EgW))l 
={(Kerf)(n),f~Hom~.,,(N,E’(M)(-n))), 
and since Eg(A4)(-n) = E’(M(-n)) = Eg(M). it follows thus that ~,+,(N(rz)) = 
am. Conversely, if K is rigid then, by hereditarity of K, K = KN for some 
NE R-gr, and for every L E R-gr and n E Z we have 
KNW(L) = fWerf, f E HOmR.gr(L, E’(N(n))) 
=n{Kerf)(n),f~Hom~.,,(L(-n),E~(N))) 
=(KN(L(-~)))(~)=KN(L). 
Hence KM(“) = KN for all n E z, but then KN = AncZ KN(“) and thus K = K@_,v(,,) iS 
obviously a shift invariant object of R-gr. 
Corollary 3.2. Let K be an arbitrary idempotent kernel functor on R-gr. Then the set of 
rigid idempotent kernel functors K’ c K (where 6 is defined by the inclusion relation 
TX, c F,.) contains a maximal element which we will denote by K’. 
If K = KM for Some hi C R-gr, then K’ = K@,M(“) = AmK,qn). 
Proof. Let Z’be the set of graded ideals I of R such that K(R/I) = R/I, and let K’ be 
the rigid kernel functor associated to 9; then K’ clearly is as required. Furthermore, 
if ~1 is a rigid kernel functor such that ~1 s KM, then KI= KN for some shift-invariant 
NE R-gr. Then KN(~) s KM(“) for all n E z, i.e. ~14 /\,, KM~,,) = K’. 
Proposition 3.3. Let R be graded left Noetherian, K a rigid kernel functor on R-gr, and 
C”(K) the set of K-graded critical left ideals of R. Consider K I= A\I (KRII : Z E C’(K)~. 
Then K = K;. 
Proof. Recall that the K-gr critical left ideals of R are the graded left ideals maximal 
amongst graded left ideals of R not in P(K). If 1 E Cg(~) then K(R/I) = 0, thus K C ~1 
(cf. also [15]) and even K s K;. Conversely, if ~~ 2 K is such that K; f K, then there 
exists a graded 3 E I? -L?(K). Then f E L(K), and the fact that R is graded left 
Noetherian implies that there is a 91 E Cg(~) such that ,$ c$i. Now K~(R/J~) = 
R/J, implies ~2 5 KR/J,, and hence ~2 2 K;. It follows that K = K;. 
Theorem 3.4. A positively graded left Noetherian ring R is graded fully left bounded, if 
and only if every rigid kernel functor on R-gr is symmetric. 
Proof. Assume that R is graded fully left bounded and consider the rigid kernel 
functor K on R -gr; let K’ on R-mod induce K on R-gr. Let K’ be the largest rigid 
symmetric kernel functor on R-gr, smaller than K; this K’ is induced on R -gr by (K’)’ 
on R-mod. Take I E C’(K’); clearly lis graded irreducible, and since the Gabriel 
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correspondence g’(R) + Spec,(R) is a one-to-one correspondence, there exists a 
graded prime ideal P of R such that KR/I = Kelp. Thus R/P is u”-torsion free. If 
u(R/P) # 0 then it is a graded ideal in the left Noetherian prime graded ring R/P. 
Therefore u(R/P) is essential as a graded left ideal and as such it contains a 
homogeneous regular element x E R/P (cf. [17]). The rigidity of K yields that Jx = 0 
for some J E L?(K) and by regularity of x, J c P follows. Then P E Y(K) and PE T(K’) 
contradict K’(R/P) = 0. Therefore K(R/P) = 0 and K S KR/P = KR/I. If we denote KY 
for /~{KR,J:IE C”(K’)}, then K s(K~)‘= K ‘, i.e. K = u” and K is symmetric on R-gr. 
For the converse, first recall that the idempotent kernel functor K; on R-mod 
associated to a prime ideal P of R is given by the filter 
T(K;) = {L left ideal of R : (L. : r) n G(P) # 0 for r E R} 
where 
G(P) = {g E R : rg E P implies r E P, for all r E R}. 
If P is a graded prime ideal, then the graded filter 2’(up) consisting of all graded left 
ideals in _Y(K b) defines a rigid kernel functor in R -gr, say up (actually this will be K X/P 
on R-gr). If L is a graded left ideal of R such that its image L1 in R/P is an essential 
graded left ideal of R/P, then for every homogeneous r E R, (L, :F) is a graded 
essential eft ideal too, i.e. (L : r) n G(P) # 0 for every r E h(R) = P. We may assume 
L =) P; then (L : r) n G(P) # 0 for all r E h(R) but also for all r E R as is easily seen. 
Therefore L E Y(up); since up is rigid it is symmetric, and hence L contains a graded 
ideal I with I E z(Kp). The image Ii in R/P is then a graded ideal of R/P contained in 
L1. Consequently, R is graded fully left bounded. 
The foregoing becomes more transparent if we consider it in the light of the theory 
of prime kernel functors. 
An ME R-gr is said to be a graded supporting module for the kernel functor K on 
R -gr, if u(M) = 0 and K (M/N) = M/N for every graded submodules 0 f N C h4. A 
kernel functor K on R-gr is said to be graded prime if it is cogenerated by a graded 
supporting module. A kernel functor K on R-gr is projective if R, EL?(K). It is 
obvious that if ME R-gr is such that KL is a prime kernel functor on R-mod with 
supporting module M, then KM is a graded prime kernel functor on R-gr with graded 
supporting module M. If ME R-gr is such that KL is a graded kernel functor, then 
(KL)’ = KM. Clearly, a graded module of type 6, E(n) for some E E R-gr cannot be a 
supporting module for any kernel functor. Therefore graded prime kernel functors 
will normally not be rigid. Thus, if we say that K on R-gr is a rigid prime kernel 
functor, we mean to say that K = A,, ul(n) where u1 is a graded prime kernel functor, 
i.e. K = K; = KL for some ME R-gr which is a graded supporting module for KM. 
Lemma 3.5. If M E R-gr then KL is the largest rigid kernel functor on R-gr such that 
uh(M) = 0. 
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Theorem 3.6. If M E R-gr is such that KL is a prime kernel functor on R-mod with 
supporting module M, then K Z is a rigid prime kernel functor with supporting module M 
and K~ is a graded kernel functor on R-gr. Moreover, 
z(Kh) = z(nk) n L,(R), 
where L,(R) denotes the set of graded left ideals of R. 
Corollary 3.7. Let P be a graded prime ideal of R. The kernel functor K; on R-mod 
cogenerated by E(R/P) is a prime kernel functor. The rigid prime kernel functor on 
R-gr associated to P will be denoted by ~~ (we do not write K; since there will be no 
confusion). If R is a positively graded left Noetherian ring, then np is projective if and 
only if P E Proj R. 
The proofs of the foregoing statements are technical, they will appear in [17]. For 
details about localizations in R-gr we refer again to [17]. Recall that to an 
idempotent kernel functor K on R-gr there corresponds a left exact localization 
endofunctor Q”, in R-gr; if K is rigid then the following statements are equivalent. 
Let K’ on R-mod induce K on R-gr. 
(1) Qt(R)j,(L) = Qff(R) for all L E S(K), where jX : R + Qfi(R) is the canonical 
ring homomorphism (graded of degree 0). 
(2) If ME Q:(R)-mod then K’(M)=O. 
(3) If ME Q:(R)-gr then K(M) = 0. 
(4) a:(-) = QE(R)C&-(tensor product of graded objects). 
(5) Qf is exact and commutes with direct sums in R-gr. 
(6) K’ has property T, i.e. Q,, is exact and commutes with direct sums in R-mod. 
(7) K has property T in R-gr (a reformulation of (5)). 
To a graded prime ideal P of R we associate a rigid prime kernel functor ~~ on 
R -gr as before and a rigid graded symmetric kernel functor KR-~ on R -gr given by its 
filter 
9(R-P)={LEL,(R):L~RsR forsomesER-P}. 
If K’ is a kernel functor on R-mod, then (K)~ denotes the rigid kernel functor on R-gr 
described by the filter z(K) n L,(R). 
On R-mod we may thus consider: 
- K; associated to the multiplicatively closed set G(P), 
- ~)h(~) associated to the multiplicatively closed set h(G(P)), 
- KL_~ associated to the m-system R -P in R, 
- Ki(~_p) associated to the m-system h(R -P) in R. 
Then the following relations hold (easily checked): 
(K;)g a (Kk~))g = Kh(P), 
(K;Z-PL 2 (K&R-P.)~ = Khuz-PI, 
((K&do = (K;p-~)g 
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If R is positively graded left Noetherian and PE Proj R then KR-P = Kh,R-p) and 
KP = oh. In this case also if R satisfies the left Ore conditions with respect to G(P), 
then the left Ore conditions also hold with respect to h(G(P)). 
Proposition 3.8. Let R be a positively graded left Noetherian graded fully left bounded 
ring, then for every P E Spec,(R) 
Kp=KR-p and Kh(P) = Kh(R-P)r 
and they all coincide if P E Proj R. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
Proposition 3.9. Let R be a left Noetherian graded fully left bounded ring and let 
ME R-gr be K-torsion for some rigid kernel functor K on R-gr; then Ass(M) C Y(K). 
Proof. Straightforward. 
Proposition 3.10. Let R be a left Noetherian gradedfully left bounded ring. Then every 
graded filter 2? has the form 2 = (L graded left ideal of R such that there exist 
PO, . . ..P.in2’~Spec,(R)suchthatP,,~~~POcI}. 
Proof. 2’certainlycontains the set on the right hand side. Since R is left Noetherian, 
we may restrict our attention to finitely generated left ideals in 2. For every 2 E 2’ we 
may find a sequence of graded left ideals lo = Z c * . * c Z,, = R such that Z/Z,_, is 
annihilated by a graded prime ideal D,. Clearly Z =) PO * * * P,,, and P, E P follows 
from Proposition 3.9, because Z,/Z,_i is K-torsion for the rigid kernel functor K on 
R-gr associated to 2. 
4. Graded fully bounded versus fully bounded 
Theorem 4.1. Zf R is a positively graded left Noetherian graded fully left bounded ring, 
then for each rigid kernelfunctor K on R-gr having property T, Q:(R) is left Noetherian 
graded fully left bounded. Moreover, if K is symmetric and if R is such that ideals of R 
extend to ideals of Qt (R) under localization, then R is graded fully left bounded if and 
only if Q:(R) is graded fully left bounded. 
Proof. Let u be a rigid kernel functor on Q:(R)-gr. Since K has property T, K has 
property T in R-mod, so both K and K are of finite type, and hence Q:(R) = Q,(R). 
Consider the graded kernel functor u on Q:(R)-mod. By property T of K it 
follows that there is a unique y’ in R-mod such that Q,.(M) = Q-Q,(M) for all 
M E R-mod, and by property T for K it follows (cf. [15]) that the filter of u consists of 
the Q,(L) with L E _Y(y’). Since u and K are graded kernel functors, it follows (again 
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by property T for K plus the fact that O:(R) = Q,(R)) that y’ is a graded kernel 
functor in R-mod, so let y be the kernel functor on R-gr corresponding with y’. Since 
R is graded fully left bounded, it follows from Theorem 3.4 that y is symmetric, and 
the same is true for K. Now, from the ungraded considerations, cf. [151, it follows that 
u is a symmetric kernel functor on C?,(R)-mod, hence w is a graded symmetric 
kernel functoron Q:(R)-gr. Theorem 3.4 may thus be applied todeduce that C?:(R) 
is graded fully Ieft bounded. For the second statement, suppose that Qz (R) is graded 
fully left bounded and consider a graded left essential ideal in R/P for some graded 
prime ideal P. Obviously Q:(L) isgraded left essential in QZ(R/P) = QZ(R)IQZ(P). 
The assumptions we made entail that Q:(P) is a prime ideal of Q:(R) and thus 
Q:(L) contains a graded nonzero ideal J of QZ(R/P). Since Q”,(R/P) is graded left 
Noetherian and since K is a graded symmetric kernel functor having property T, it is 
not hard to check that there exists an ideal Z ELF(K) such that ZJ C L, proving the 
statement. 
4.2. Remarks. (1) The second statement of the above theorem will be applied mainly 
to the case where K is localization at a central multiplicatively closed set. 
(2) If R is a positively graded left Noetherian ring, K a kernel functor on R-gr 
having property T, and P a graded prime ideal of R such that Q”,(R )jK (P) is an ideal 
of Q:(R) (jK :R -Q:(R) the canonical graded ring morphism), then R/P is 
bounded if QR_P(R/P) is bounded. This is particularly useful if R satisfies the left 
Ore condition with respect to G(P), PE Proj(R). 
Proposition 4.3. A positively graded ring R is graded fully left bounded left 
Noetherian, if and only if M,,(R)(d) is graded fully left bounded left Noetherian for 
some (hence all) n E N, d E E”. 
Proof. Recall that the possible gradations on M,(R) extending the gradation of R 
are given by equivalence classes of n-tuples d E H” (cf. [173) where (M,(R)(d)), is 
given by 
Ri Rdl-&+i * * ’ Rdl-d,,+i 
R dz-dr+i Ri 
1: ! 
. . . 
! I 
032) 
Rd,idlti Rd,-dz+i . ’ ’ Ri 
Now if M,,(R)(d) is graded left Noetherian, then the ungraded M,(R) is left 
Noetherian, so R is left Noetherian and graded left Noetherian as a graded ring. 
Consider a graded left essential ideal L of R/P for some graded prime ideal P of R. 
Clearly M,(R)(d)lM(P)(d) =K(RIR)(d). 
Since L is graded left essential in the graded Goldie prime ring R/P, it follows that 
L contains a homogeneous regular element r E RIP. 
Obviously rl, E M,(L)(d) is homogeneous with deg(rZ,,) = deg r and it is regular in 
M,(R)(d). So if M,(R)(d) is graded fully left bounded, then M,(L)(d) contains a 
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graded ideal, which has to be of the form M,(l)(d) for some graded ideal I of R, i.e. L 
contains I. Conversely, suppose R is prime graded left Noetherian graded bounded. 
R satisfies the left Ore condition with respect o the set of regular elements G(0) of R 
and the remarks preceding Proposition 3.8. imply that R satisfies the left Ore 
condition with respect to hG(0) and hence so does M,,(R)(d). Let Q denote the 
graded simple graded left Artinian ring of quotients of R with respect to hG(0) = S, 
then S-‘M,(R)(d) =&(Q)(d) where the latter ring is again graded simple graded 
left Artinian, and hence certainly graded fully left bounded, The second part of 
Theorem 4.1 finishes the proof (in this case, since ideals of M,,(R)(d) extend to 
M,,(Q)(d), an easy straightforward computation also yields the result). 
If R is an arbitrary graded ring, then we may consider R[T] equipped with the 
gradation R[T], = Ci+i=n RiT’. 
With this convention we have: 
Theorem 4.4. The following statements are equivalent for a positively graded ring R : 
(1) R is fully left bounded. 
(2) R [ T] is graded fully left bounded. 
Proof. To NE R-mod there corresponds N*E R[T]-gr, N* being the graded 
R [ T]-module generated by the homogenized elements u* of u E N. Conversely, we 
have a dehomogenization functor (which is exact): R[T]-gr + R-mod which may be 
viewedasM,=M/(T-l)M,MER[T]-gr. 
The properties of * and * are well known (cf. [ 171). If P is a graded prime ideal of 
R[T]suchthatP3T,thenP=p+(T)whenp~Spec,(R),p=PnR.Ontheother 
hand, if Pd T then P, is a proper prime ideal of R. Indeed, if IJ c P, for some ideals I 
and J of R, then (IJ)* c (P*)*, i.e. I*J* c (P,)*. Hence if x E I*J*, then T”x E P for 
some n, and as T commutes with R in R[T], x E P follows since T&P, i.e. I*J* c P. 
But then Z* c P or J* c P yields I c P* or J c P*. 
Clearly we may assume the rings R and R[T] to be left Noetherian and only 
establish the equivalence of the boundedness conditions. Also R[T] is positively 
graded if and only if R is. 
(l)+(2) Take P~spec,R[T]. If PST then R[T]/P=R/p wherep=PnR. If 
L is a graded left essential ideal of R[T]/P, then L is left essential and as R/p is 
bounded L contains an ideal I of R. However, L being graded this entails that L 
contains a graded ideal of R, and hence R[T]/P is graded bounded. On the other 
hand, suppose that T& P and consider a graded left essential ideal L of R[T]/P. Let 
us check that L, c R/P, is left essential. Assume N is a nonzero left ideal of R/P,, 
then (L, n N)* = (L,)* n N* is nonzero, since (L,)* contains the graded left essen- 
tial ideal L; consequently L, n N f 0. By (l), L, contains an ideal I of R/P,. Put 
J = {I E R[ T]/P, I* E I}; the properties of * and * yield that J is an ideal of R[T]/P 
such that J* c L,, i.e. J c (J,)* c (L,)*. Since R[T] is left Noetherian, (L,)* is 
finitely generated and hence there exists an n E N such T”(L,)* c L. So T”J c L, but 
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T”J is an ideal of R[T] as T commutes with R. We have shown R[ T]/P to be graded 
bounded, whence R[T] is graded fully left bounded. 
(2) + (1) Take PE Spec R, then P* is a graded prime ideal of R[T] and TE P*. 
Let L 3 P be a left ideal of R such that for all L’ 2 P, L n L’ 2 P. Thus L* 2 P*, and if 
N 2 P*, is a graded left ideal of R[T], then N* 2 P implies that L n N* 3 P. i.e. 
(L n N,)* 2 P*. Since, for some n E N, T”(L* n(N*)*)c L* A N with Te P*, it 
follows that L* n N 2 P*. The hypothesis of (2) entails that L* contains an ideal J of 
R[T] which is graded and JC P*. 
So L c J.+ where J* is an ideal of R. J* c P; this proves that R/P is bounded for 
every P E Spec(R). 
If A is a skewfield, then R = A[X] is fully left bounded if and only if A satisfies 
condition Co (cf. [20]), i.e. M,,,(A) is algebraic over its center for every m E tU 
Furthermore, R = A[X, cp] is fully left bounded, if and only if the automorphism cp 
has finite order in Aut(A)/Inn(A) (where Inn(A) stands for the group of inner 
automorphisms of A) and A satisfies Co. In both these examples we may grade R with 
respect to the degree function degx and one easily sees that R is always graded fully 
left bounded. (As a matter of fact the graded left ideals are two-sided!) However, if A 
is a graded skewfield and if A[X] is graded as A 01, k[X], k = Z(J), then -I[X] 
need not to be graded fully bounded. We give conditions for graded fully bounded- 
ness to imply fully boundedness in the following. 
Theorem 4.5. Let R be a positively graded left Noetherian graded fully left bounded 
ring; then the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) R is fully left bounded. 
(2) For every PE Proj R, Q’(R/P) = M,(A)(d) where d E Z” and 11 is a graded 
skewfield such that either A = A0 or A = AOIX, X-‘, cp], where cp is an automorphism of 
A0 which is such that (p” is an inner automorphism for some n E f+J, and where AO 
satisfies condition Co. 
Proof. (1) * (2) If P E Proj R then R/P is fully bounded. Since Q’(R/P) is obtained 
from R/P by localization at a symmetric kernel functor having property T in R-mod, 
it follows that M,,(A)(d) is fully left bounded when considered as an ungraded ring. 
Consequently, A is fully left bounded. Suppose that A #do, then A is Ao[X, cp] 
localized at the Ore set (1, X, . . . ,X”, . . .}. First, if the center of Ao[X, ~1 is trivial, 
i.e. reduced to the fixed field of cp within Z(AO), then (X) is the only possible nonzero 
ideal in Ao[X, cp] and therefore AOIX, X-l, cc] is simple and fully left bounded hence 
simple Artinian and then also a skewfield. It follows that A = Ao, contradiction, so we 
may assume that the center of AOIX, cp] is nontrivial. In this case it follows from [20] 
that AX”’ E Z(AOIX, cp]) for some A E do, A # 0, and some m E M. One easily verifies 
that localization at (1, X, . . . , X”, . . .} is a symmetric localization, having property T; 
then fully left boundedness of AOIX, X-‘, cp] implies that AOIX, ~1 is fully left 
bounded, and thus (2) follows. 
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(2) * (1) Since every P E Spec R contains a graded prime ideal (P), of R, it will be 
sufficient to show that R/P is fully left bounded for every graded prime ideal P of R. 
If P$ Proj R, i.e. PI R,, then R/P 2 RJP, and since R is graded fully left bounded, 
R. is fully left bounded by Proposition 2.8; hence so is RoIPo. Next consider 
PE Proj R; by (2) we have that @(R/P) =M,(A)(d) where either A =A0 or A is 
fully left bounded (the latter is easily checked, as in (1) + (2)). Thus Q’(RIP) is fully 
left bounded. Since R is graded fully left bounded, @(R/P) is obtained from R/P 
by symmetric localization of R/P at a kernel functor having property T in R-mod 
(indeed, use Theorem 3.4, Corollary 3.7, and the subsequent remarks concerning 
property T). The ungraded version of Theorem 4.1 (cf. [ 151) then yields that R/P is 
fully left bounded. 
4.6. Remark. Making use of Theorem 4.4, it is possible to give a proof only using 
‘graded techniques’; one then proceeds to show that (2) of Theorem 4.5 is equivalent 
to R[ T] being graded fully left bounded. 
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